Mentally ill slipping through the cracks

Alber Cheng

The minimum and maximum of mental patients and their underlying issues in the community are again under the spotlight in Hong Kong. In the last few years, many concerning cases involving mental patients, such as the stabbing of a man by his mother and the death of a woman in an apartment in the Kowloon Tong area, have been widely reported from various departments of psychiatric hospitals, social services and the police. The community is PCR testing for COVID-19 in various locations, including mental health care centres, and many people are struggling to cope with the pandemic and the resultant stress.

We are facing a ticking time bomb due to a serious lack of mental health care services.

Reforms to China's secrecy law do little to soften its draconian powers, write Jerome A. Cohen and Jerome Daum

Economies: Asia’s property

Donald Tsang has much to gain and little to lose from the debate [with Audrey David Lui]

The oppression that lies beneath burqa ban

Michael Gerson

Open to debate

If the power of the purse, then the power of the pen is the weft, a string of high-level dialogues with democracies in the region could be the warp of a new historical moment. But the 2012 political reform package to be voted on in the National People’s Congress may provide no breakthrough.

The proposed debate is a bold move to give the moderate democrats a fighting chance. But the 2012 package does not make major concessions on universal suffrage. While former chief executive Donald Tsang may not approve of the debate, he has at least taken some steps to lure the opposition into talks.

The proposed debate is significant because it would let asset prices be driven to the bottom. Without the new expert panel and its proposed recommendations, the proposed debate is unlikely to happen. But even if it does, the package might still be watered down. As the chief executive said in his invitation, the package should be considered on its merits, not just its political implications.

Michael Gerson is a Washington Post writer and commentator.
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